
Time Travel Adventure In Roman Occupied
Wales: Girl Across Time
Unveiling the Enchanting Realm of the Past

Imagine embarking on a thrilling time-traveling adventure to the heart of
Roman-occupied Wales. 'Girl Across Time,' a captivating novel, immerses
you in a world brimming with historical intrigue and adventure. Through the
eyes of a young girl, witness the grandeur of the Roman Empire and
unravel the mysteries of a forgotten era.

Through the Veil of Time

Our protagonist, 12-year-old Anya, finds herself transported back to the
year 60 AD. She awakens in the vibrant Roman town of Isca Silurum,
known today as Caerleon, Wales. As she navigates this unfamiliar world,
Anya crosses paths with an enigmatic Roman boy named Quintus.
Together, they embark on a perilous quest to uncover the secrets of a
Roman fort and the fate of a lost legion.
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Dimensions : 6 x 0.07 x 9 inches

Vivid Landscapes and Historical Encounters

The novel's pages paint a vivid tapestry of Roman-occupied Wales. Anya
and Quintus traverse lush forests, ascend towering mountains, and witness
the bustling streets of Isca Silurum. Along their journey, they encounter a
diverse cast of historical figures, from the enigmatic priestess Boudica to
the wise old druid Taliesin. Each interaction enriches their understanding of
the past and its enduring impact on the present.

Unraveling the Mysteries of the Past

As Anya and Quintus delve deeper into their adventure, they unravel a web
of secrets that have remained hidden for centuries. They uncover the fate
of the Ninth Legion, a Roman legion that vanished mysteriously from
history. The legends surrounding the legion's disappearance come to life as
they uncover clues scattered throughout the land.

A Tale of Courage, Friendship, and Discovery

'Girl Across Time' is more than just a time-traveling adventure. It is a tale of
courage, friendship, and the transformative power of discovery. Anya's
journey through Roman-occupied Wales challenges her preconceptions
about the past and inspires her to appreciate the enduring legacy of history.
The novel encourages young readers to embrace the unknown and to learn
from the wisdom of those who came before them.

Educational Enrichment
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Beyond its captivating storyline, 'Girl Across Time' offers a valuable
educational experience. The novel provides an immersive to Roman
history, culture, and the fascinating era of Roman-occupied Britain. Young
readers will gain insights into the daily lives of the Romans, their military
strategies, and their profound impact on Western civilization.

A Captivating Adventure for All Ages

'Girl Across Time' is a captivating read for children and adults alike. Its
timeless themes of courage, friendship, and the pursuit of knowledge make
it an enduring classic. With its vivid descriptions, engaging characters, and
thrilling plot, the novel invites readers to step into the past and experience
the wonders of Roman-occupied Wales.

Additional Resources

* [Historical Background on Roman-occupied Wales]
(https://www.history.com/topics/ancient-americas/roman-britain) * [The
Ninth Legion Mystery](https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/what-
happened-to-the-lost-roman-ninth-legion-180952435/) * [Activities and
Worksheets for Teaching Roman History]
(https://www.education.com/worksheet/article/roman-history/)

'Girl Across Time' is an extraordinary time-traveling adventure that
transports readers to the heart of Roman-occupied Wales. Through the
eyes of a young girl, the novel unveils the grandeur of the Roman Empire,
unravels the mysteries of the past, and inspires a lifelong love of history.
Dive into its pages and embark on a captivating journey that will ignite your
imagination and leave a lasting impression.
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More Zeal Than Discretion: A Closer Look at the
Risks and Benefits of Overenthusiasm
Enthusiasm is often seen as a positive trait. It can motivate us to achieve
great things and make life more enjoyable. However, there is such a
thing as too much...
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